
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS TINY WRITING MEME

Know what small handwriting means and what small writing says about personality. Small handwriting says the writer is
focused, intelligent like.

The need to concentrate and stay focused is reflected by their small handwriting. Science and psychology
aside, it is always very aesthetically pleasing to marvel at someone's nice handwriting, especially with the
modern technology forcing us to type, rather than write, thus lessening our penmanship skills. If you are
interested in knowing what small writing means and what it says about your personality, read on. Versatile
Mental powers of people with small handwriting are above the average and their general abilities and
capacities are pronounced. If the individual is inhibited or succumbed upon impulses, if he expresses his desire
and needs freely or draws back his tendencies. Scholars, researchers and great thinkers have small
handwriting. Individual with a great global vision, expansive, who has difficulties interiorizing experiences
and concentrating in specific details. The dimension is the graphical aspect that analyzes the size of writing
that, by the way, from a graphological point of view, is more than relevant. However, there are exeptions to
this conclusion in case the individual writes with high pressure and narrow margin on the left. They love to
party and remain in groups. Study of Handwriting: Self -Esteem in Writing and size Middle area ovals : There
are two ways of measuring dimension in writing. It means reflection, fear, need for saving, introversion,
difficulty to establish relationships or friendship. I give below two large handwriting samples. They are like
quiet mice nibbling at their cheese in a corner. They are able to shut out the world and can concentrate very
well. Graphology has not been proven in any substantial way to predict or identify the character traits of an
individual. What does your e-mail diction say about you? Individuals who may not be very selfless, saving,
lacking generosity, with a sense for economy and practical utility. Maybe you are also one of them. On the
negative side, they may manifest shyness, doubts, fears, pessimism, discouragement, lack of trust that
translates into difficulty to understand and assimilate greater purposes. Self-reliant If the writing, in addition to
being small, is well-formed and even, it indicates a person of methodical ways ; neat, self-reliant and
thorough. Within the results of the experiment, multiple mechanisms were identified to explain why men hand
women have different distinct handwriting styles. This latter method is less precise, but faster. Writers of this
style of hand seldom do anything hastily or ill-advisedly, but are governed always by well-trained faculties.
This is a movement towards the superior area, that is why it is interpreted as idealism and creativity, as long as
it is verified with the graphical context. They are self-demanding and they fear failure. But they exhibit
exemplary efficiency when they are put in sales, marketing or public relation jobs. Small Handwriting: Sign of
Intelligence? Read also: Uncover personality in writing What does Large Handwriting mean? They do not
think about anything for long, and prefer to shrug off issues with considerable ease. Self-esteem builds up
through experience from early age. The insecurity and inferiority complex and lack of self-esteem may be
compensated with a large writing. One mechanism was the different physical features of men and women. The
letter size gives a clear idea about how much importance the writer places upon himself and his action.
Exception in prescence and shape of dynamic letters and not monotonous. Also, incredibly neat handwriting
might not mean that you are at peace with yourself, but also that you might have an OCD or are a pedantic
person. It is important to measure all the elements of a piece of writing, capital letters, middle area, upper
extensions and lower extensions. How many letters should we measure? Dots, bars, accents are low. With
empathy to convince and persuade. The height and the width. Whether the individual has ability for synthesis
or analysis, whether he tends to generalize or pays attention to detail, among others. Like in all cases, if the
same quality is excessive, may cause regression, austerity, loneliness and pessimism.


